Construct a caterpillar with the word SPRING, or with child’s name. In color and b/w. Paste the caterpillar on a strip of colorful construction paper.
Write one letter of child's name on each circle. If name has more letters, print another page and add more letters. Child cuts out circles and pastes on a strip of colorful construction paper.
Write one letter of child’s name on each circle. If name has more letters, print another page and add more letters. Child cuts out circles and pastes on a strip of colorful construction paper.
“SPRING” Caterpillar: Child cuts out circles and pastes in order on a strip of colorful construction paper.
“SPRING” Caterpillar: Child cuts out circles and pastes in order on a strip of colorful construction paper. Color if desired.
CATERPILLAR Cut and Paste: Construct a caterpillar with the word SPRING, or with child’s name. In color and b/w. Paste the caterpillar on a strip of colorful construction paper.
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